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Waking up in the morning and realising that somebody else has solved your problem from yesterday
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Top 10 people discussing on Debian GIS mailing list

- Francesco P. L: 1033
- Paolo C: 517
- Hamish: 428
- Petter R: 249
- Andreas T: 233
- Steve H: 190
- Sebastiaan C: 143
- alex b: 105
- Paul W: 101
- Silke R: 96
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Why two packaging teams

- packaging GRASS was historic root of Debian GIS
- that’s why the pkg-grass name came up first
- since there are people who consider OSM different enough to create a separate packaging team pkg-osm was started
- turned out that there is quite some common set and splitting man-power does not make sense
- packages maintained by pkg-osm will be merged into pkg-grass repository that remains the single Debian GIS repository
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- OSGeoLive creates live medium based on UbuntuGIS
- since Ubuntu is based on Debian it makes sense to work together
- currently there is some effort to consolidate the packaging in pkg-grass repository (on alioth.debian.org)
- work together, do not reinvent the wheel
- working on this is one goal of a GSoC project
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Quantum GIS manages, analyzes, and displays databases of geographic information. It supports shape file viewing and editing, spatial data storage with PostgreSQL/PostGIS (also packaged), map composition, and the display of various georeferenced raster and Digital Elevation Model formats.
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Several years ago on an LSM (RMLL) event I was asked: "Will Debian support Quantum GIS?"
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Debian is a **Do-O-cracy**
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This talk is available at

http://people.debian.org/~tille/talks/

Andreas Tille <tille@debian.org>